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  Setting Up 

  Setting Up Even Before ‘First Light’ 



 Table Place  

With Thanks to Yarn / BPromo for providing RQI with COVID-Safe Gift Bags 

‘Broadcast Page’ on RQI YouTube Channel (now showing Launch Video) 

https://www.yarn.com.au/
https://www.bpromo.com.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yyaYfvWocuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yyaYfvWocuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yyaYfvWocuw


 Technician Mike Crawley from VideoData Managing the Live Stream Feed 

ON ARRIVAL Guests were invited to offer ‘Brief Video Statements on Reconciliation’ 

  A Sampler of 7 Clips follows [All 18 ‘Vox Video Clips’ available online HERE} 

 Quandamooka woman Leanne Enoch, State Member for Algester, Minister for 
Communities and Housing, Minister for the Digital Economy, and Minister for the Arts 

https://videodata.com.au/
https://pcpartnersaustralia-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/philippe_pcpartnersaustralia_onmicrosoft_com/En55bWHlSpFApgnKXVDmx1wBZuq9EDw3qaVsA93HRM5xIA?e=oloAHT
https://www.facebook.com/leeanneenochmp/


    Linda Harnett, RQI Regional Engagement Coordinator Education Sector,   
QLD Narragunnawali Project Coordinator, wearing a blouse designed and 
contributed to the QLD NRW 2021 Launch Team by Pascal Vida & his 
Aboriginal Clothing Design Team -- at Event Sponsor Yarn / BPromo 

Leanne Enoch: 'I commit my time to ensuring that we take Reconciliation to 
the next step:  that we see treaty or treaties in this state, that we see a true 
recognition of the truth of our past, and that we strive for true partnerships 
into the future.' 

'I was delighted to see how well Reconciliation is supported right across the board, 
with the early childhood services coming, and the schools as well, along with the 

corporates. It was a fantastic event and I look forward to doing this again next year.' 

https://www.yarn.com.au/
https://www.bpromo.com.au/
https://www.bpromo.com.au/
https://www.yarn.com.au/


  Anna Dwyer, Acting Inspector in the First Nations and Multicultural Affairs Unit   
in the Queensland Police Service 

'My action on Reconciliation is that I am going to educate myself more about the true 
history of this country, so that I can understand better as I move forward into the future.’ 



  Dr Jackie Huggins AM FAHA, Aboriginal Australian author, historian,    
 academic and advocate for the rights of Indigenous Australians, Co-Chair  

  of the Treaty Advancement Committee for Queensland     

'In line with the Theme of ‘Reconciliation Takes Action,’  I will be progressing,        
along  with a team of very talented other people, Path to Treaty for Queensland.’ 

https://www.datsip.qld.gov.au/programs-initiatives/tracks-treaty/path-treaty/about-path-treaty


 Cheryl Buchanan, Author, Activist & Member of the Treaty Working  Group 

'We have to create a space where people can tell the truth about what has happened, 
so that they can heal themselves. Once we do that, we will take a great step towards 
Reconciliation' 

https://www.datsip.qld.gov.au/resources/datsima/programs/tracks-to-treaty/path-treaty/treaty-working-group-report-2020.pdf#:%7E:text=The%20Treaty%20Working%20Group%20acknowledges%20Aboriginal%20and%20Torres,unique%20place%20they%20have%20in%20the%20state%E2%80%99s%20identity.


 Hon Curtis Pitt, Speaker of the Queensland Parliament 

'Importantly, this Reconciliation Week journey starts now and goes all year long. 
Reconciliation, and the actions that go along with that, are very important things  
for our community, and making sure that we can have a reconciled Australia.         
The action component is key.' 



     David Allinson, Manager, Social and Indigenous Policy, Queensland Resources  
   Council, advocate for the Uluru Statement from the Heart, Member of the    
   Reconciliation Queensland Management Committee 

'The action that I will be taking for Reconciliation Week is trying to encourage my     
non-Indigenous colleagues and friends to really get more involved, and to make sure 
that the onus is not on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people alone, to take 
responsibility for Reconciliation.' 

https://ulurustatement.org/


  GUEST ARRIVAL and NETWORKING 



 MASTER of CEREMONIES  / Acknowledgement of Country 

 Uncle Bill Buchanan, descendant of the Kooma / Gwamu First Nation  
     Peoples of South West Queensland, State Coordinator of the Queensland   

  NRW 2021 Launch and Reconciliation Breakfast Event 

      TRIBAL EXPERIENCE DANCERS   /   A Cultural and Spiritual Welcome 

  Shannon Ruska and Aboriginal Dancers performed an enlivening  
 ‘Welcome to Country’ 

http://www.tribalexperiences.com/tribalexperiences.html




  2 ZA CROWD   /  Accoustic Duo  

Sah Ghee and Daniel Dow displayed faultless vocal harmonies as they   
performed a traditional Torres Strait Islander Hymn and Blessing, acknowledging      
the importance of the ‘Coming of the Light’ in Torres Strait Islander cultures

They sang in Meriam Mir, one of two traditional languages of the Torres Strait 

https://www.facebook.com/twozacrowd/
https://anglicanfocus.org.au/2021/03/22/the-coming-of-the-light-150th-anniversary-join-in-the-re-enactments-weaving-workshops-dancing-and-food-festivities/




   RQI WELCOME and ACKNOWLEDGEMENT of Queensland’s Aboriginal  
   and Torres Strait Islander First Nations  

  Mr Leon Filewood, Indigenous Co-Chair of Reconciliation Queensland,  
  Community Development Coordinator, Indigenous – Local Government 

'I acknowledge all traditional custodians from wherever within the state of  
Queensland you may be joining us. I acknowledge your elders, those in the 
Dreaming, to those present and emerging, I acknowledge and honour the 
connection that you all have to your respective Countries. 

Mr Leon Filewood continued: with acknowledgements to all the dignitaries     
and guests present, the RAP organisations attending, and the speakers in the 
Order of Proceedings. He concluded with the recognition that 'we have a lot   
of work to do over the coming years.'    



  WELCOME and ACKNOWLEDGEMENT continued  

   Aunty Heather Castledine, Member of the Reconciliation Queensland  
 Management Committee, works with Queensland Health Child and Youth  

   Mental Health Service as an Indigenous Cultural Consultant 

'I acknowledge the stolen generation: the people forcibly removed from the homeland 
and put on missions and reserves. I also acknowledge the stolen generation people who 
make up Australian society: people forcibly brought here as convicts and slaves from 
the other side of the world; and those who have come here since, fleeing wars and 
strife around the world. For these are the people who make up not only Australian 
society, but also our Aboriginal families as well, because we all become one.' 



        ‘MORE THAN A WORD, RECONCILIATION TAKES ACTION’ 

 Ms Karen Mundine, from the Bundjalung Nation of northern NSW, is the CEO of   
  Reconciliation Australia, with more than 20 years’ experience leading community  
  engagement, public advocacy, communications and social marketing campaigns 
  on behalf of Reconciliation.  

'Today many more people are grasping the real, lasting, and devastating impact of 
colonialism on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples. First Nations Peoples   
still face inexcusable levels of discrimination, racism, and inequality. That is why 
during Reconciliation Week we are pushing for braver and more impactful  action    
on Reconciliation. Raised awareness has to lead to better outcomes for our peoples. 

For this to happen, we need supporters, speaking up, speaking the truth, and 
ultimately pushing on the harder issues.' 



         OFFICIAL LAUNCH of QUEENSLAND NRW 2021  

  Hon Paul De Jersey, Governor of Queensland, Chief Justice of  
      Queensland from 1998-2014  

'I have watched with pride as Reconciliation Queensland has grown in stature and 
influence, and it is an enormous credit to their efforts that Queensland today is the first 
and only Australian state in which all key governance institutions have an active 
Reconciliation Action Plan.  

Reconciliation Queensland and the regional groups deserve the thanks of all 
Queenslanders: for their ongoing commitment to creating and nurturing an equitable 
and informed Queensland -- and a society in which our shared past is acknowledged,   
and the First Australians are recognised and respected.' 



  WELCOME TO THE QUEENSLAND PARLIAMENT 

  Hon Curtis Pitt, Speaker of the Queensland Parliament 

‘You may be aware that we have a Reconciliation Action Plan in place here at the 
Queensland Parliament, and I thank Peter Jackson of RQI and Uncle Bill Buchanan 
for the work that they have done directly with us, to have that as a first in Australia, 
in terms of the Parliament having a Reconciliation Action Plan. The 'action' part is 
important, that is what we signed up for, and I do believe we actually will deliver 
some very important outcomes.  

'Thank you for the work you are doing in terms of the Pathway to Treaty for 
Queensland. The word 'Treaty' was not previously used, was often deliberately 
asked NOT to be used, by many people. Ten years ago in Queensland we started the  
conversation about Treaty -- and I must say, it was met with a certain amount of 
apprehension.  Thankfully,  we have now moved that conversation far forward.'   

https://www.datsip.qld.gov.au/programs-initiatives/tracks-treaty/path-treaty/about-path-treaty


        QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT COMMITMENT TO RECONCILIATION 

     Hon Craig Crawford, Minister for Seniors and Disability Services, and   
  Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Partnerships  

See:  Path to Treaty guides Queensland’s reconciliation journey

  Published Thursday, 27 May, 2021 at 06:30 PM 

        JOINT STATEMENT 

  Premier and Minister for Trade, The Honourable Annastacia Palaszczuk 

  Minister for Seniors and Disability Services and Minister for Aboriginal and   

   Torres Strait Islander Partnerships, The Honourable Craig Crawford 

   See also: Queensland Government Reconciliation Action Plan  

'While Reconciliation should be a constant process, National Reconciliation Week 
provides a very focused opportunity for all of us to learn about our shared history, 
our shared cultures, and also achievements. It is a time to listen, it is a time to 
share stories, it is a time to reaffirm our commitment to Reconciliation.  

We know that effective and genuine reconciliation must involve genuine truth-
telling.  It also requires us to recognise the lasting economic, social, and cultural 
impacts of the past acts of dispossession. The Palaszczuk government's 
commitment to  effective reconciliation and truth-telling is reflected in our 
commitment to Path to Treaty.'  

https://statements.qld.gov.au/statements/92204
https://statements.qld.gov.au/statements/92204
https://u3603583.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=neACo6uPgmmZmOvIiu-2BSA2uuDt1-2F0WQV7jEbiHKV1sPOffI3-2FQo2j-2Fnr1wTOn76PGZHr_tDWVqq0gMY84tloNpqeWj-2FO8byy2qcOKNsyEYa612y2yzWtuSzs1Omwp-2Bl6SrSDbZY2ZG7HuM1ieLCDIyImk32GbK6aeA-2FI6Ow8KFvuppAVObdZenAu7D1Jccpn7hgML6VmEDiCWVQ6tcvluinbtqWgfVKfxYfyrTqwnu9oA-2FoT-2FWixnOiMQMMc1nZqNpIOzM83un7Zi07kjOatW5IYWrCnBX8BTrE2BiAHhFk51jz9wZrs-2Bt-2FHOHhpfhv6Jblqa
https://u3603583.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=neACo6uPgmmZmOvIiu-2BSA2uuDt1-2F0WQV7jEbiHKV1sPOffI3-2FQo2j-2Fnr1wTOn76PGZHr_tDWVqq0gMY84tloNpqeWj-2FO8byy2qcOKNsyEYa612y2yzWtuSzs1Omwp-2Bl6SrSDbZY2ZG7HuM1ieLCDIyImk32GbK6aeA-2FI6Ow8KFvuppAVObdZenAu7D1Jccpn7hgML6VmEDiCWVQ6tcvluinbtqWgfVKfxYfyrTqwnu9oA-2FoT-2FWixnOiMQMMc1nZqNpIOzM83un7Zi07kjOatW5IYWrCnBX8BTrE2BiAHhFk51jz9wZrs-2Bt-2FHOHhpfhv6Jblqa


 IMPORTANCE OF RAP ORGANISATIONS - The BHP Reconciliation Journey 

  Mr James Palmer, Asset President – BHP Mitsubishi Alliance, Member of  
 BHP Global Inclusion & Diversity Council  

   BHP Calls for Action on the Uluru Statement from the Heart 

  BHP joined other organisations from across Australia to call for action 
    on the Uluru Statement from the Heart [video broadcast during Launch] 

'Thanks to Uncle Bill Buchanan and to Reconciliation Queensland for the energy, 
the passion and dedication to the role you play in reconciliation. The leadership 
role you play is so important, not just today or this week  but all year and    
ongoing. I think this helps community, industry, everyone, First Nations people, 
working together, to really change the face, putting actions rather than just words. 

We at BHP are certainly driving toward a more just and reconciled Australia.         
We do have our Elevate Reconciliation Action Plan. The key thing is: if we listen,   
we know we are going to learn .  I am really looking forward to what will be our 
sixth Reconciliation Action Plan -- with the commitments that we have made, and 
some of the things we have delivered, and the progress to come.' 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RSX2hKRPhM
https://ulurustatement.org/
https://ulurustatement.org/


    Leading Australian Organisations joined with BHP in a Call to Action 
    Expressing support for the Uluru Statement from the Heart    

  BHP and Corporate Partners Combined Statement: 

 We represent diverse orghanisations, across a range of sectors.  
 Collectively, we educate, employ and provide services to people  
 Across all of Australia. 

 Together, we make this response to the Uluru Statement from the Heart. 
Thank you for your invitation to walk with you in a movement of all 
Australian people for a better future. 

 We recognise the Uluru Statement from the Heart as an historic  
 mandate to create a fuller expression of Australia’s nationhood. 

 We hear the call for the establishment of a First Nations voice 
 enshrined in the Constitution and for a referendum to amend the 
Constitution accordingly. 

 We hear your call for a Makarrata Commission to supervise  
 the process of agreement making between government and     
First Nations, and truth-telling about our history, in a spirit of 
reconciliation. 

 We look forward to working with and supporting you, as a matter of 
national priority, to develop and enact specific proposals, in relation  

 to Voice, Treaty, and Truth. 

We call upon our people, industry colleagues, and fellow Australians,  
to join us in this important national dialogue.  



  [Organisational leaders were broadcast in sequence, each speaking a segment 
    of the overall Statement of Support for the Uluru Statement from the Heart] 

   See the video here 

    We represent diverse orghanisations, across a range of sectors 

  Collectively, we educate, employ and provide services to people across 
  all of Australia.     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RSX2hKRPhM


    Together, we make this response to the Uluru Statement from the Heart. 

  Thank you for your invitation to walk with you 



. 
  In a movement of all Australian people for a better future 

  We recognise the Uluru Statement from the Heart as an historic mandate 



   to create a fuller expression of Australia’s nationhood 

We hear the call for the establishment of a First Nations voice enshrined 
in the Constitution 



   and for a referendum to amend the Constitution accordingly.   
  We hear your call for a Makarrata Commission 

  to supervise the process of agreement making between government   
 and First Nations  



  And truth-telling about our history, in a spirit of reconciliation 

  We look forward to working with and supporting you 



  as a matter of national priority 

   to develop and enact specific proposals, in relation to Voice 



  Treaty 

  and Truth. 



  We call upon our people  

  industry colleagues  



  and fellow Australians 

   to join us in this important national dialogue. 



       ‘RECONCILIATION TAKES ACTION’ - Is Queensland Ready? 

  Mr Peter Jackson, Co-Chair (Non-Indigenous) of Reconciliation Queensland 

'I think that what we are really about is 'traction' - I can see the traction in      
this room.  For we have come a long way.  I can remember quite clearly people  
in this room selling badges  to raise basic funds for us to operate,  when         
I became involved with Reconciliation Queensland 15 years ago. 

I can remember many things: the debates around the '67 referendum and the 
successful outcome of that; I can remember the Mabo decision, and interviewing 
Eddie Mabo in Townsville when he was working on his case to the High Court. 

People started on very basic ground, working for things to be achieved.        
And now, we know where we are, here in 2021: we have definite traction,         
with some huge successes.  I thank all the leaders of industry and commerce, 
and the grace of our First Nations Peoples.  Reconciliation is gaining traction,  
and we look forward to working with you all very closely as we go forward.'



   A MESAGE of SUPPORT -  ‘FROM THE HEART’ 

   Mr Dean Parkin, from the Quandamooka peoples of Minjerribah 
  (North Stradbroke Island) in Queensland, is Director of the 

    From the Heart Campaign. He is a Senior Fellow of the Atlantic  
   Fellowship for Social Equity, and a member of the Business Council of  
  Australia’s Indigenous  Engagement Taskforce. 

'This year’s theme for National Reconciliation Week is 'Reconciliation Takes 
Action.' The way that we can make that happen is by winning a referendum 
on a Voice to Parliament in the next session of Parliament.  

Action must have reform, and the key reform on the table for all of us right 
now is a constitutionally enshrined voice to parliament. 

I encourage you to find more information on FromTheHeart.com.au and     
follow us as we build the momentum of the Australian people toward this 
historic reform.' 

https://fromtheheart.com.au/
https://fromtheheart.com.au/


  ‘VOTE OF THANKS’ 

 CO-PATRONS of Reconciliation of Queensland 
 Dr Jackie Huggins AM FAHA  (at left) and Dame Quentin Bryce, AD, CVO 

 Dr Jackie Huggins:  

'Thank you for joining us for this Live Stream Launch. 

There is just one word that really equates with the action required by the 
2021 National Reconciliation Week Theme: that is the word 'Treaty!'        
And we are doing it in this state, finally.  

Thank you to the Queensland Government for giving us this overdue 
opportunity. We come together for all Queenslanders: it will take time. 

Thank you to the Co-Chairs and the Management Committee of 
Reconciliation Queensland, deeply committed as you are, to this process by 
which we move our people on, in our state and in our country. 

I always get a bit emotional around Reconciliation, it is something in your 
DNA, once you get the grasp of it, once you feel it, once you own it, you 
can smell it, you can taste it - it always stays in your heart!' 



 Dame Quentin Bryce:   

'For me, the word of this Launch Day is: Inspiration! 

We have all got to leave this wonderful celebration of Reconciliation with 
renewed energies, with our batteries all recharged  -- that is what it does for 
us, when we look back on the proud history, the hard work, the struggles,    
the commitment, and the dedication of so many people that have led to        
this day.  This is a most significant gathering, I believe. 

We must all be asking ourselves in our hearts: what is it that I -- me, myself -- 
am going to do as an individual person, but also take to every organisation, 
every group that I am involved in, the message of Treaty. To encourage and 
ensure that every Australian reads that beautiful piece of poetry, The Uluru 
Statemen from the Heart.  

And for us to remember that the most important tool that we have is our 
voice. And to use it for the Uluru Statement from the Heart: what it means and 
what it signifies, what it stands for, for the future of our nation. 

This room is filled with hundreds of inspiring stories that give us the courage, 
inspiration, and fortitude that we need for the year ahead, because it is going 
to be a vitally important one for Reconciliation.'    

https://ulurustatement.org/the-statement
https://ulurustatement.org/the-statement


  CLOSING of the NRW 2021 Launch and Breakfast 

      Ucle Bill Buchanan, Master of Ceremonies 

  Uncle Bill Buchanan, Master of Ceremonies 

'I hope that each and every one of you will consider whether, in these proceedings, 
there has been some small truth or some new motivation, that may help your 
organisation to move to braver and more impactful action to progress 
reconciliation.   

We thank all of the citizens from all of the local government areas who have joined 
in the Live Stream today.  All  the mayors and councillors of the 77 local 
government areas around the state were invited to the Live Stream today. They 
have a great role to play in terms of civic leadership with local traditional owners 
and local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander leaders in their communities, as well 
as with organisations who have RAPs and others in the community sector.  They 
have a great responsibility now to begin a dialogue. 

 At Reconciliation Queensland, our responsibility as a peak body is to assist them to 
carry on that dialogue. I look forward over the next 12  months to working with you 
to ‘co-design’ a new way for that dialogue not only to begin, but to be sustained 
over the next 5 to 10 years, hopefully bringing reconciliation to a close.   

You have it within your grasp -- whether here in Brisbane, or in Cairns, Cooktown, 
Moranbah, Mt Isa, Tully, or Townsville, or the many other local government areas -- 
to begin this dialogue, to be brave and to take some impactful action.  We at 
Reconciliation Queensland are here to partner with you to make it happen. ' 



With Thanks to Nick Patterson and his team at VideoData for the Live Stream platform 

 Nick Patterson (standing), then Ian (in back), Mike Crawley at computer, and  
Reconciliation Queensland Volunteer, Will Campbell (in foreground, orange shirt) 

Broadcast Camera on Tripod Streaming the Event ‘Live’ to Queensland  



Uncle Bill Buchanan, Queensland NRW 2021 Launch and Breakfast   
Coordinator, pictured after the event with Nick Patterson of VideoData 

 Uncle Bill wears a shirt designed & contributed to the Queensland       
NRW 2021 Launch and Breakfast by RQI Event Sponsor Yarn / BPromo 

  ‘Pictorial Tour of the Order of  Proceedings’ on May 27, 2021    

 Compiled for RQI by Philippe Foubert, Ph.D. from our photos

Manual Video Text Transcription & Editing by Philippe Foubert.  Request corrections      

Vox Pop Vide Clips on Entry: Collaboration between Philippe Foubert & Simon Brooks

© Copyright Reconciliation Queensland Inc (RQI), 2021. All rights reserved. 
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QUEENSLAND  |  ORDER of PROCEEDINGS 

National Reconciliation Week 2021 Launch & Reconciliation Breakfast 

Parliamentary Annexe, Brisbane  |   7:00 – 9:00am, Thursday 27th May 2021 

7:00 AM GUEST ARRIVAL and NETWORKING

Master of Ceremonies (Uncle Bill Buchanan) 
Proceedings commence (House Keeping) 

Master of Ceremonies -  Acknowledgement of Country 

Tribal Experience Dancers (Shannon Ruska) 

2 Za Crowd - Acoustic Duo 
• Torres Strait Islander Traditional Hymn - AD ASOR in English and Meriam Mir
• Torres Strait Islander Traditional Blessing for Meal - PEDALI NAI OPLE

'Live Stream' from Queensland Parliamentary Annexe commences 

 7.34 AM RQI Welcome and Acknowledgement of Queensland’s Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Island First Nations 

(Mr Leon Filewood, Co-Chair, Reconciliation Queensland) 
(Aunty Heather Castledine, Reconciliation Queensland) 

“More Than A Word, Reconciliation Takes Action”  
National Reconciliation Week Theme 

(Ms Karen Mundine, CEO Reconciliation Australia) 

7.42 AM Official Launch of NRW 2021 for Queensland 

#MoreThanAWord  #NRW2021 

(Hon Curtis Pitt, Speaker of Queensland Parliament) 

Welcome to the Qld Parliament 

(The Honourable Paul De Jersey, AC, Governor of Queensland) 

Regional Reconciliation Breakfast Events join into the Official Launch Stream 

7:30 AM 



7.56 AM Queensland Government commitments to Reconciliation & Path to Treaty 

(The Hon Craig Crawford MP, Minister for Seniors and Disability Services and  

Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders Partnerships) 

“Importance of RAP Organisations” – the BHP Reconciliation Journey 
(Mr James Palmer, Asset President - BMA (BHP Mitsubishi Alliance) at BHP) 

“Reconciliation Takes Action” – Is Queensland Ready” 
(Mr Peter Jackson, Co-Chair Reconciliation Queensland) 

A message of support “From the Heart” 
(Mr Dean Parkin, Campaign Director) 

8:19 AM 
VOTE OF THANKS 
(Dr Jackie Huggins, AM FAHA, and Dame Quentin Bryce, AD, CVO 
 Reconciliation Queensland Co-Patrons) 

8:25 End of 'Official Live Stream' 

“Networking Opportunities around the Theme “Reconciliation Takes Action” 

Recollections of Queensland’s Historic Reconciliation Journey 1992 – 2000 

9:00 EVENT ENDS 

 Reconciliation Queensland Thanks our Major Event Sponsors  

  Queensland NRW2021 Launch and Reconciliation Breakfast coordinated by  

rqi.org.au

(Uncle Bill Lowah & Dr Jackie Huggins AM FAHA) 

https://www.bhp.com/
https://www.reconciliation.org.au/
https://www.yarn.com.au/
https://rqi.org.au
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